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Yugonova is developing payment solutions for freelancers and distributed teams,
solving the issue of payroll for the outsourcing generation.

PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY
Yugonova is tackling payment issues facing the job sharing and freelance industry.
In a world influenced by changing work dynamics and automated jobs, research
shows that the future of labor is rooted in freelancing and job sharing. Yet, sending
and accepting payments is one of the main issues for freelancers as they usually
have different payment preferences. For members of distributed teams, it is often a
time-consuming feat to introduce clients to the team and have them make multiple
payments to team members in different countries with different payment
preferences (payment services, currency).

Started: 2019
Total Employees: 5

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Funding Stage: Alpha/pre-seed
Capital Raised: $0
Capital Seeking: $100,000
Evaluation: $1,000,000

SOLUTION/PRODUCT
We are enabling freelancers to easily create distributed teams online and to accept
and distribute payments among team members. Furthermore, we are providing
companies that hire freelancers a one-stop-shop for payments to all members of
distributed freelance teams.

USE OF FUND
20% Escrow reserve
40% Salaries (5 employees)
30% Sales/Marketing
10% Legal/Other
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Co-Founder & CEO: Vedad
Mesanovic (/in/vedadme)
Co-Founder & COO: Kristijan
Kocic (/in/kristijankocic).
Co-founder & CTO: Branislav Jerotic (/in/branislav-jerotic)
ADVISORS
David Kobrosky
(/in/davidkobrosky)
Gabriel Itoka
(/in/gabrielitokaiii)
Radivoje Peskic (/in/radivojepeskic)
Luka Sucic (/in/lukasucic)
Jasmin Alic (/in/alicjasmin)

-

In a nutshell, we are enabling clients to pay in either crypto or fiat via different
payment services such as PayPal and Stripe, while freelancers can receive that
payment via any service and currency of their choice, regardless of the payment
preferences used by their clients. We are solving a major issue for freelancers and
their clients, including outsourcing agencies and other companies hiring freelancers.

BUSINESS MODEL
We will be allowing freelancers to use our service for free but they will have to
purchase a premium account if they want to remove product limitations (the
number of team members that you can add to your invoice, maximum amount
that you can receive from a client, payment services that you can use to
withdraw the payment, etc.). Furthermore, we will be charging a 0.2% fee for
every transaction.
We are structuring the corporate package deal for companies that have 100+
employees and/or are hiring developers regularly. We want to ease the process of
paying salaries for their remote or in-house team members.

MARKET/TARGET MARKET
Total addressable market of the freelancing industry is $1.5 trillion. Freelancing is a
growing industry across the globe. In 2017, 57.3 million Americans were
freelancing (36 percent of the US workforce) and contributed approximately $1.4
trillion to the economy (Upwork/Freelance). This number has been growing ever
since. It is estimated that by 2020, 43% of the US workforce will be freelancers.

SOCIAL
Facebook: /yugofoundation
Twitter: /yugopay
LinkedIn: /yugo-foundation
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Outsourcing companies
Freelancers
Distributed teams
Companies that hire freelancers

MANAGEMENT TEAM
-

Vedad has significant entrepreneurial experience, having co-founded GliaLab, a globally known startup that started as an
AI initiative among friends, and scaled it to the point where GliaLab was featured during Google I/O as an exemplary
startup which was praised by the Google CEO himself, Sundar Pichai, during his keynote speech. He also raised
$220,000 from the Dash community to establish Dash Digital Cash as one of the leading cryptocurrencies in Serbia.
Vedad also sits on the advisory board of several companies that have raised funding and are growing on an annual basis.

-

Kristijan is a startup veteran, philanthropist and sales professional. He started Veles.co with $0 while being a Computer
Science student and managed to scale it to $10k in revenue in 3 months. He also co-founded Sixpence, an up-andcoming Boston-based startup that is making waves in the crowdfunding industry. Kristijan is also a Chapter Director at
Startup Grind Belgrade, helping members of the community with their entrepreneurial struggles.
Branislav is a all-star software developer with 10 years of experience. He was working as a developer for numerous wellknown Serbian companies after which he founded his own development agency.

-

EXECUTION PLAN/GO TO MARKET STRATEGY
MVP: Beta sites (e.g. Product Hunt, BetaList, Reddit, HackerNews); cryptocurrency communities (Discord, Telegram);
outreach to potential partners and users (lead generation structure already in place); promotion in social media groups related
to payment services and freelancing, etc.
Product: Cryptocurrency integrations (new cryptocurrencies; community promotion); partnerships with outstaffing and
outsourcing agencies; promotion via co-working spaces; affiliate program; payment integrations; freelancing platforms, lead
generation and outreach to various employers, etc.

SALES/MARKETING STRATEGY
We will be utilizing Needls for our marketing efforts, targeting Facebook users by their interests and frequently searched
keywords. We still need to engage a few focus groups and measure the CAC for each of them, conversion rates, sales cycle,
etc. Our sales activities will be completely directed towards cold e-mail outreach using any given sales tools for automation,
onboarding new clients, and closing new deals in regards to strategic partnerships and press coverage.

COMPETITION
Depending on the regional limitations and preferences, freelancers are currently using payment services such as Stripe,
Payoneer, and PayPal to receive their payments. In order to avoid time-consuming issues and individual payment
restrictions, companies are also often hiring outstaffing and outsourcing agencies to handle all the payments. There are no
service providers on the market providing distributed and cross-service payments to similar companies and freelancers.

PROGRESS
We have won three awards - two at the Central European Startup Awards and one SEE-IT Summit Award. The first version
of our MVP will be ready by the end of June. Our goal is to add more cryptocurrencies, fiat payments, and exchange services
through partnerships and integrations.

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
Sending payments to friends or family > Enabling users to charge a digital wallet with fiat or crypto and generate a payout
link that they can share with other people via communication channels such as messenger and e-mail. The receiving party
will be able to click the link, select any of the available services or currencies, and withdraw the payment in a matter of
minutes.

